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Divisio Lateral Screen
Space division

Focus in the open 

Today, it can be difficult to seek out a moment of privacy at work. Open 
plan offices create an innovative atmosphere, but without boundaries the 
constant interaction with and distraction of co-workers can be draining. 
Divisio Lateral Screen delivers territorial privacy, giving workers a sense 
of personal space in shared areas so they can concentrate with ease. 
Available in both frameless and acoustic options, the Divisio Lateral Screen 
matches the style of all Divisio screens to create a consistent aesthetic 
throughout the office. 

Highly-dissatisfied workers  
who can’t concentrate easily.
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Side Screen 
W550mm x H407mm 
W750mm x H407mm

Middle 
W550mm x H407mm 
W750mm x H407mm

Between Desks 
W550mm x H407mm 
W750mm x H407mm

End of Bench 
W550mm x H407mm 
W750mm x H407mm
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Cork Infill

 Natural

 Dark

Premium Edge

 Light Cool  
 60003

 Dark Cool  
 60008

 Light Warm  
 61016

PERSONAL STORAGE

Trays offer storage on both sides of the screen for personal items. 
The cork infills of the trays add a biophilic element of design, giving 
the screen a natural touch in either a light or dark color. The 
acoustic version of the screen is pinnable, adding an additional 
storage element. Workers can pin up and organize notes or 
personal artifacts so the worksurface stays clean and clear.

MOVE IT — ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

With a maximum weight of 4 kg, this freestanding screen with 
a stable metal base can be easily moved anytime, anywhere. 
Workers can instantly amp up the privacy of their space, placing 
the screen on the side of the workstation, or behind their device 
on an open bench. 

The Divisio Lateral Screen is available in Divisio Acoustic with 0.7 sound 
absorption and Divisio Frameless versions.

ON DESK USE

ON BENCH USE

SUSTAINABILITY

SURFACE MATERIALS

PRODUCTIONSTATEMENT OF LINE

Designed by Steelcase, Divisio Lateral Screen is handmade in Madrid, 
Spain for the EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) market.

Easily recyclable  
Oeko Tex for fabrics  
NF environment (target) 
SCS Indoor Advantage (target)

Frameless Version:  
Lucia, Atlantic, Hush, Xpress and Step with Simple (Merle MG) or Premium 
Edge (Dark Cool, Dark Warm, Light Cool, Light Warm)

Acoustic Version:  
Atlantic, Hush, Xpress and Step. Zipper available in Wasabi, Citron, 
Scarlett, Blue Jay, Silver, Merle and Snow.

Metal base is available in Merle and Snow. Cork infills can be ordered in 
two colors: Natural and Dark.

Surface materials shown in brochure:

Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

Fabric

 Atlantic  
 Scarlet AT15

 Atlantic  
 Lagoon AT30

 Hush Tanzanite  
 HUA12

Base

 Snow


